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Imagine starting a Taxi
company with no vehicles?

Imagine starting a hotel with
no rooms…ever ?
Imagine if you already
operated a traditional taxi or
hotel service…

Fight them…

…or Join them?

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency Board
September 16, 2014

Hilton
90+ Years
610K Rooms
88 Countries

AirBnB
4+ Years
650K Rooms
192 Countries
No Inventory

Why did these "disruptive"
services start?
Frustration?
Business Opportunity?
Technology enablers?

Does technology always do this?

Technology does not
add a !xed bene!t…
…instead, it
ampli!es underlying
human forces
Free speech in
USA

Spread
misinformation in
Russia

Ampli!cation rea"rms human
agency to cause meaningful change
Kentaro Toyama, The Guardian 19/6/15

Ampli!cation rea"rms human
agency to cause meaningful change

Rachel Botsman 2015

Rethinking value creation
Airbnb allows anyone with a spare mattress or room to run their own BnB,
by giving them access and tools to market themselves to a potentially
global market.

Rethinking value consumption
It wasn't common for travellers to stay at strangers' apartment in a new
city. AirBnB created a new behaviour and changed the very design of the
traditional trip.

Rethinking quality control
Hotels are known for their service quality and the reliability of the
customer experience. AirBnB, on the other hand relies on a peer curation
mechanism to ensure quality and reliability.

Rethinking scale
Traditional hotels would scale by adding more rooms through new
properties. Airbnb doesn't own inventory. Instead, it scales by improving
its ability to match users, leveraging better data.
Sangeet Paul Choudary, 2015

Better Data - Better Matching
Uber's DISCO is able to consider
supplies that are currently in-#ight and
project their route into the future and
take that into the matching process,
and supports vehicle pooling

Uber breaks up the earth into tiny cells (like in Google Maps) and
each is given a unique ID. Using the Google S2 library, you can identify
cells that will completely cover a shape you've supplied

Quality Control
Provide Service
Supplier

Consumer

Provide Feedback

Better Trust…Reputation?

AirBNB Information

AirBNB Information

Reputation
Reputation is the measurement of how
much a community trusts you

Reputation is the new
currency?

Can your reputation be recognised across services?

Smart Amalgamation?

Higher Education Disruption?

Rethinking value creation
Rethinking value consumption
Rethinking quality control
Rethinking scale

The Knowledge Economy

"We de!ne the knowledge economy
as production and services based on
knowledge-intensive activities that
contribute to an accelerated pace of
technical and scienti!c advance, as
well as rapid obsolescence. The key
component of a knowledge economy
is a greater reliance on intellectual
capabilities than on physical inputs
or natural resources"
Powell & Snellman, 2004

Economic, industry and
corporate trends

A report from the Economist Intelligence Unit
sponsored by Cisco Systems

2006

World Bank Report, 2014, http://dx.doi.org/10.1596/978-1-4648-0194-5

Knowledge Continuum
Knowledge Management
focuses on multiplying the impact of people, their tacit and explicit
knowledge, and the shared knowledge available inside and outside the
enterprise

Enterprise Information Architecture
focuses on eliminating silos of information, increasing transparency,
and on leveraging the value of stored digital information

Knowledge Economy
focuses on treating knowledge and education as a business product
("knowledge worker"), as innovative intellectual products and
services, that can be exported for a high value

Knowledge Management
tacit
leverage
social
informal
qualitative
internal/external

Valuing
Information

Enterprise
Information
Architecture
explicit
consistency
technology-driven
formal
quantitative
internal

Knowledge Economy
globalisation
intensity
connectivity
innovation
education

The meaning of data?

Wisdom

Crowd
Wisdom?

+Judgement

Knowledge
+Context

Information
+Relationships

+People
Collective
Intelligence
+People

Social
+People

Data

Collective Intelligence
Collective intelligence is shared or group intelligence that emerges
from the collaboration, collective e$orts, and competition of many
individuals and appears in consensus decision making
Collective intelligence strongly contributes to the shift of knowledge
and power from the individual to the collective

Wikipedia
Reputation on AirBnB is
Collective Intelligence
"How well does Shaun run a BnB"

CI to improve Business
"You can't manage what you can't measure"
Knowledge Metrics
Core Competencies
what are the strategic organisational competencies
track
exploit
detect gaps

Social Collaboration
value

CI to improve Business Process

Knowledge Workforce
formal and informal processes
capturing patterns of informal business processes (deviations)
change the formal (e"ciencies)

Enterprise
Information
Architecture

Knowledge
Management

Valuing
Information
Knowledge Economy

Valuing
People

Valuing
Process

Collective Intelligence

Data-Driven Disruption
Builds and adds Value
Knowledge Management
Enterprise Information Architecture
Knowledge Economy

Collective Intelligence will build value
across the complete ecosystem
content+people+process+social
improved consumption of services
collective quality

Capability Improvement

Thank You

